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The challenge and opportunity in the present difficult period of
the 1980's is how to last long enoughand to reorient basicpoliciesso
that the economy can move well once the upturn in the world
economy occurs.This is a challengewhich many countriesface, but
some will find the adjustments tougher and more unique if they
make rapid growth a goal.

In fact, the general difficulties faced by the Philippines today
may be commonplace in the sensethat many countries face basically
the same problems. In some cases,the situation is more seriousand
hopeless,while that of the Philippines remains viable andstill prom-
ising.

Within ASEAN, however, the Philippine situation is the most
difficult for some while to come. In the company of the higher
growth countries of ASEAN, the Philippine economy appearsto be
in the most challenging but precarious pbsition today. It was not
always so and it need not be so in the future if the corrections in
strategy and policiescontinue.

ASEAN has demonstrated that it is an area of growth during the
difficult decade that just passed.ThePhilippines performed well
duringthat period. In the 1980's, the difficulties havecaught up with
ASEAN, largely becauseof the prolonged nature of the economic
slowdown. But in this subsequentperiod, the Philippines appearsto
come out in the most difficult shapein the region.

Malaysia and Indonesiahave energy resourcesof petroleum and
natural gas to rely on for their development in the 1980's. Their
energyand foreign exchangerequirementsfor development are there-
fore more or lessassured.So, these two countries can afford a higher
level of development spending,even if their other exports - basically
also primary export goods from the agricultural and mineral sectors
-- face largely bleak medium-term prospectslike the traditional ex-
ports of the Philippines. In fact, they have accumulated reservesof
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foreign exchange during the recent heydey of the oil price increases,
and it takes only a downward .adjustment of their already ambitious
development plans to proceed in their activities.

Thailand is the country that was most similar to the Philippine
case. But recently, a more active growth .ofagricultural exports and
manufacturing exports has overtaken Philippine performance on
both counts. And recent discoveries of natural gas off the Gulf of
Thailand and petroleum in central Thailand (although they appear
less dramatic than originally expected) will reduce their energy de-
pendence significantly. Therefore,a higher level of economic re-
sources for public, development projects can still be undertaken by
Thailand.

The Philippines and Singapore emerge as the only countriesthat
•face the burden of a large energy bill. Singapore's strategy of inte-
grating largely with the world economy - both in the senseof world
trade and finance - and her high gear development ofthe 1970's has
•put her in the classof newly industrializing countries (NICs).

In the Philippines, the oil discoveries .of the mid-1970's have
turned out to be marginal, and prospects.for future onesare likely to
be of the same magnitude as these limited commercial finds. While
the Philippines, unlike Singapore, is a much more varied country,
the pressures of population and the high energy bill of development
posea joint problem.for the longer term.

In fact, the. present and future, development strategy in the
Philippines must recognize the following elements:

1. That it is an open economy, and therefore, it must find ways
of earning from international trade;

2. That the most important resource of the economy, in view
of the fairly large population of 50 million, growing.at about2,5 per-
cent per year, rests on providing a high level of employment. There-
fore, exports from labor-intensive activitieS, notably in manufactur-
ing and new Commercial crops, should be the basic source of trade
specialization, in addition to the traditional exports;

3. That in view of the energy deficit,-which will eat up a large
proportion of export earnings, the assumption of national planning
now must be that of a resource-p0or country, more or less like
japan, South Korea and Taiwan. This is in spite of the presenceof
other natural resources that may substitute for part of .the energy
deficit. This assumption has major consequences in the long-term
economic strategy;
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4. That, for domestic economic priorities, continued moderni-
zation of the rural sector is essential. Agriculture is still a major base
of economic development. An improvement in agriculture is espe-
cially essential for sustaining the economy during difficult times.

immediate Term Prospectsand Causesof Recessionary Conditions

When will the upturn in the world economy occur? Recently,
Walter Wriston of the Citibank was reported to have made an opti-
mistic forecast about a strong upturn for the U.S. economy, when it
comes. However, others have been much more cautious. Even in
Japan, there is caution about the possibility of an upturn. In the
meantime, record unemployment levels are being experienced in the
U.S., Germany, UK and other industrial countries.

The threatening gloom of protectionism after the recently con-
cluded GATT ministerial meeting in Genevahad become much more
real, since essentially that meeting was a failure. If anything, the
meeting fueled the possibilitiesof a trade warfare between the U.S.
and Europe on agricultural issues,but it would seem that broader
trade conflicts among the industrial countries will likely surface,
for instance, between japan and the EEC_ and the U.S. If this hap-
pens, the prospectsfor world markets becoming more fragmented
are likely. Then, for developing countries, there arises a greater
difficulty for export-oriented manufacturing; And it is likely that
the low prices for basiccommodities in world trade, including Phil-
ippine-primary exports, will continue for some time.

During the last decade, greater interdependence became much
more obvious within the world economic system.The major actors
- which means the U.S., EEC and Japan - can no longer act with-
out clearly affecting each other's position. However, the growth of
interdependence has not been accompaniedby a full understanding
among the main actors. Up to now, they have behaved rather like
quarreling cousinsinstead of one family interested in its own unique
welfare.

The result of this has been observed in the last decade: an un-
stable mixture of national fiscal and monetary policies that failed to

support one another. Complicated by the oil shock, this failure to
act cooperatively as interdependent nations has led to world reces-
sion, growing protectionism and unstable exchange rates. And this
has become a much deeper and persistent problem since the last five
years or more.
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Impact on Developing Nations

While all the main actors themselveshave suffered through do-
mestic recession,unemployment, inflation and unstable exchange
rates, the developing countries have felt these instabilities all the
more.

The largest casualty has been international development assis-
tance. The shrinkage of ODA levels and the hardening of terms
of what remained has been accompanied by terms of trade lossesof
the commodity-dependent developing countries. The oil-producing
and exporting developing countries enjoyed enormous prosperity,
but the rest had to experience reduced growth or stagnation,uncer-
tain export market opportunities, and seriousterms of trade losses.
Hence, the aggravationof the conditions of developingcountries is
marked.

In true fashion, because the industrial world began feeling the
chill, the developingworld caught pneumonia.

Philippine Development Strategy Worked for a While

The Philippinesenjoyeda much better position during the 1970's.
Through internal development efforts and because of a basically
more diverseeconomy, it was able to weather the problems of that
decade. In addition, it managed a good growth record, as stated at
the beginning.Through a managementof its economy, the flow of
development resources- through ODA loan terms and through the
accessto capital sourcesin the commercial market - have in fact
increased,not decreased.The primary exports, which are a mix of
agricultural and mineral products, did not necessarily register the
same price trends. In fact, they were acting like any good, balanced
portfolio until the onset of the secondoil shockof 1979. when they
became like a single item suffering a depressedmarket.

The fortunate component of recent Philippine experience was
that definitive steps towards an improved development strategy took
place throughout most of the 1970's. The economic reforms of mar-
tial law carried forward a momentum that provided government with
a unified stance. Th,e volume and relative magnitude of development
spending increased the role of government. This was facilitated
initially by the tax reforms which gave high revenue yields and the
initial harvest from the export tax and premium duties during a
short-lived commodity boom in the 1970's.

As a result of this, government fiscal policy was not only able to
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perform actively as a development instrument; it was also able to
provide a basisfor countercyclical fiscal policy. This was achieved
by, first, generating a new base for revenues which enlarged the
capacity of the government to provide peso counterpart financing
to developmentprojectsobtained from loanswhich increasedin mag-
nitudes. This meant a high relative public investment budget as a
percentageof the GNP, from 2 percent in the 1960's to 8 percent re-
cently. The increaseof resourcesalso redistributed purchasingpower
over a wider range of sectors in the economy. The policy of budget
deficits had always been in connection with the developmentbudget
in mind and the countercyclical element of fiscal policy during the
h_d period of continuing global recession.In fact, there was a rise
in the budget deficit in 1981 to the present4 percentof GNP, com-
pared to less than 2 percent in earlier years to undertake counter-
cyclical finance.

The development spending and the extent of import demand
within the whole economy have a balance of payments impact. The
level of that deficit is conditioned by the following: accessto official
development assistance in the form of Iong_term loans, and the
foreign debt servicelevels. However, the prolonged period of the re-
cession,the continuous terms of trade lossesfor the country's major
exports, and the sluggishupturn for the new industrial exports be-
cause of protectionism in the industrial countries and competition
among the hard hit exporting developingcountries in their exports
of manufactures - all thesedevelopmentshavecombined to produce
a difficult balanceof payments position.

To retrench domestic demand is to reducethe potential impact
on the trade balance of payments deficit. The retrenchment is a re-
duction from originally planned public spending as an adjustment
to prospective falls in revenuesas projected. Whileabsolute levelsof
spendingare up, the real volume hasfallen. This is the setup in which
we find ourselvesin 1982.

Worst CaseScenario

The worst case scenario one can think of is that poor interna.
tional demand will extend for two more years before things ira.
prove. The implications of this on the course of government policy
will be asfollows:

The economic managerswill have to coordinate the major macro-
economicpolicytoolsso as to keepthecriticalvariables- domestic
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prices, foreign exchange rate, foreign debt ceiling - within manage-
able levels, all three of which are highly interrelated. To do this re-
quirescontinued fiscal retrenchmentor standstill in government bud-
get and in the domestic credit. In short_fiscal andmonetary policy
can only be tight.

The standard countercyclical policy of promoting an expan-
sionary fiscal and monetary policy during a fairly sluggish•economic
period has•reachedlimitations at the presenttime becauseof the fol-
lowing reasons:

The government•cannotraisethe domestic budgetdeficit without
endangeringthe balance of payments •position. A foreign exchange

• gap is to be filled by planned•flows of project assistance(ODA).at
the international level and by sufficient •balanceOf paymentsborrow-
ings,through additional creditsfrom the IMF and accessto the inter-
national banksfor revolving credits. This will maintain the current
development projects now under construction.

The reduction in rea/government tax revenues•is a consequence
of the domestic recessionaryconditions. The failure of exports to
grow sufficiently is the handiwork of the world economic recession
and partly the result of inherited flaws in the economic• incentives
pattern which prevented a much•larger long-term export growth in
the past decades.Hence, the government spending limits haveto be
consistentwith the planned-balanceOf payment deficit. This, in turn,
should be. consistent with objectives about domestic price stability.
On the other hand, the foreign loan program has to be consistent

with the ceilingon the debt burden set at 20 percent of the previous
year's-foreignexchangeearnings.

This chain of constraintsis significant. Breaking it coula mean
unstable domestic prices, higher import graps, and higher foreign
debt. Who knows what all these•would meanto the foreign exchange
rate? For all these are linkedtogether via the .exchangerate for the
peso.

This is why the strategy of retrenchment on the fiscal and mone-
tary side of the government, so long as the present recession works,
is the only option available at this time if the desire is to maintain
economic stability at the expense of growth. In any case,growth can-
not be pushed with the constraints being reached .already.

But look at it from another viewpoint:. The last few years have led
to a coordination of fiscal and monetary, palicies, to a point where
there is a larger sCaleof totae developme'nt activity and a greater level
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of diversification of the economy. There is less uncertainty on the
level of spendings, on the balance of payments, and on capital in-
flows in the economy. Economic management has gone a long way
from the problems that the economy faced in the mid-1960's and the
economic crisis of the 1970's. The foreign debt is under a large
degree of control mainly because the government kept a tight watch
:on the maturities and on the schedules of repaymentthroughout all
these years that it allowed a buildup. Hence, the additional degrees
of fiscal discipline are much more finely tuned with the control of
domestic and international economic stability.

Linking Long-Term Goalswith Short-Term
Strategiesand Policies

Now we go to the more important component of this discussion,
which is to relate the present immediate term strategiesto the long-
term strategy.

As indicated at the beginning, there are Severalfactors that must
be taken into account in determining the long-term strategy. These
are already incorporated in the current planning for the economy,
but a new element that is not widely appreciated has to be empha_
sized: that basically, the Philippines is, in today's bill for develop-
ment, as resource-pooras Japan is in many respects.This meansthat
the Philippine economy must import a large •componentof energy,
raw materials and other goodsin order to achievea degreeof domes-
tic viability, if it is to grow at all.

The sooner this is appreciated by everyone, the easier it is pos-
sible to acknowledge the need for the economic reforms began in the
1970's, which are critical to the attainment of new directions in eco-
nomic development.

While the immediate term program of fiscal-monetary retrench-
ment is essential to sustain economic stability, the varying compo-
nents of economic policy should work themselves to foster the

longer-run objectives. As the circumstances allow, an effortto sup-
plement domestic saving through foreign loans should continue at a
high level. But this has to be planned only in conjunction with a high
domestic effort to mobilize saving and raise domestic resources for
development.

These long-run objectives center on promoting a dynamic open-
economy, partly dependent on international specialization, and
aiming to continUously raise the levels of modern agriculture and
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industry so that activities with high employment impact are chosen
over those that simply consume the country's scarceresources.

In conjunction with this, the economy should be managed with
a far greater reliance on the market mechanism and the promotion
of competition. Tariff restructuring is an essential component of the
economic restructuring. The financial institutions have to continue
undergoing institutional change promoted by recent financial re-
forms. The government strategy of raising the domestic effort in
saving mobilization is essential so that continued accessto foreign
saving, through development loans, and through the attraction of
foreign direct investment, would proceed. Greater technical effi-
ciency should be derived from new investments so as to achieve a
higher output growth per investment activity.

An elaboration of these points is essential.

Dynamic Open-Economy Strategy

If there is a closed economy alternative for the Philippineswhich
would insulate the economy from external influences, that option
exists only as an inferior and therefore less preferred alternative
today.

The Philippine economy for many years has been an open one.
If the programs of development proceed, it is inevitable that imports
of machinery and raw materials, as well as other goods, will come
about, hence necessitatingthat exports be earned.

The export industries must continue to explore product groups
in which comparative advantage can be developed. The indiscrimi-
nate import substitution policies (which were nurtured by import
and exchange controls) of two decadesago cannot even be called a
closed or autarkic development model, becausethey heavily depend-
ed on the export sector to generate its requirement of foreign ex-
change. That import substitution model is an extreme aberration of
the open economy model of development. It merely encouraged
high-cost, noncompetitive industries to absorb and allocate scarcely
earned foreign exchange by the main export sectors so that they
could sell poor quality products at high domestic profits. This built-
in system has impeded the growth of an export-minded entrepre-
neurial class. In fact, it is the system of policies which not only be-
came a stumbling block to serious tariff reforms until recently but
which continues to foster a Strongly protectionist mentality in the
economic outlook.
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What should be promoted is an economy that depends on com-
parative advantageas a principle in decisionsinvolving every possible
undertaking. This will promote exports not only in industry but also
in agriculture. The industrial sector should, at every turn, earn its
foreign exchangeresourcesrather than consumethat which is earned
by other sectors.The basisof this is inevitably labor-intensivemanu-
factures, in view of the supply situation for labor which guarantees
for a long while the availability of inexpensive labor.

How is a country to survive in an open economy if the world
economy is not cooperating in view of recession,protection, and
market fragmentations?

The Importance of Being Insignificant

The role of the insignificant, price-taking firm in pure compe-
tition is something that has lessonsfor nationaleconomic manage-
ment. Countries that are insignificant in the export markets- asthe
Philippines is in virtually all new lines of export manufacturing -
have the advantage of entry and quick performance without being
noticed at first. The example of the so-called"gang of four" NlCs in
Asia dramatizesthe principle of the insignificant competitor in trade.
They consciously promoted exports for a long time and enjoyed
successin doing so. But they noticed that their market penetration
rate had become insignificant in the market they had chosen. In
toda_y'sworld, however, they are no longerinsignificant competitors.

Some would argue that in the growing protectionist world, this
is not likely to be a rewarding strategy. But we need only remind
ourselvesthat the labor-intensive products that are entering the sur-
veillance mechanismof many industrial countries are relatively few.
There are still many product opportunities that exist - aside from
the limited quota provisions now obtaining for garments, textiles,
and other products. In short, if the appropriate searchis made by
private enterprise, guidedonly by helpful price incentivesby national
policy, it is likely that many new linesof manufactures and agricul-
tural processingare still open. This is the reasonwhy the incentives
should attract private enterprise including foreign investment, rather
than depend on grand government product indentification schemes.

The appropriate climate for growth should be availablefrom the
world economy sometime soon. But even in a sluggishworld econ-
omy, it is possible for the insignificantly smallproducer to make
market penetrations if the entrepreneurial skills are present. During
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this adjustment period, some.economies will grow faint in the pros-
pects and leave the opportunities to those aggressiveenough coun-
tries which recognize.and provide the appropriate opportunities.

Attracting New EntrepreneurialSkills

Notice the emphasisbeing placedon entrepreneurial skills. These
are resourcesthat unfortunately do not exist in sufficient quantity in
the Philippines. And here is where major concessionto factual
evidenceof the lastfew years shouldbe made. There are many entre-
preneurial skills in the country, but the protectionist policies of the
decadesafter independencehave concentrated them in many indus-
tries with dead-end or low-growth opportunities. Their interestsare
now in maintaining continued governmental patronage and protec-
tion. There is clearly a need for a new breed of entrepreneurs,and
since these are probably the most scarcehuman resourcesin the
economy, they have to be attracted from abroad.

It therefore makes sense,for instance, to _ttract the Hongkong
Chinese entrepreneursto come to the Philippines. But to do this in
high employment industries, the neededmarket incentivesshouldbe
available and should markedly be competitive with other areasin the
region. If all thesemarket incentivesare in their correct perspectives,
it is not only the uncertain Hongkong entrepreneursthat will be at-
tracted but also the businessenterprisesin the high labor-costcoun-
tries of the region and of industrial countries.

The Role of the Market Mechanism

A sustainedreliance on the market mechanismis the guarantee
againstunwarranted distortions that arise out of manipulating many
policies. This reliance on the mal'ket mechanism is a trend toward
which current economic policies are already focused. A continuous
effort at maintaining market-oriented policies relieves government
not only of the tedious task involved in rationing resources.It also
reducesthe possibility of making the wrong allocation decision.

It is in this sensethat the pesosshould continue to float in the
exchange markets. This is a critical price variable that helps in the
decisions on the cost of imports and the rewards of exporters, it
provides an appropriate gauge at the micro level decision-makingfor
pricing imported capital goodsand other raw materials.

The removal of ceilingson interest ratesfinally came after grad-
ual movestowards flexible interest rates. The arguments in favor of
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floating interestrates for a saving-scarcecountry may have been
fully appreciatedbut itwasnot until the recentexperiencein double-
digit interest ratesin the world that it becamepossibleto convince
othersof the needto act in this case.Then, it becamesuddenly•re-
cognizablethat Philippine interest rate policy •needed revisions,
becauseratesseemedlow in relationto thosein the developedcoun-
tries.

It isnot a secretthat I havebeenimpatient in correctingmanyof
the flaws of economicpolicy which deflectedfrom the useof the
market mechanism.Hence,it would havemadefor a better stateof
affairs if all the bold movesundertakenon the floatingof interest
ratesand on the restructuringof the tariff hadcomemuchearlier
in the decade,especiallyat the time when the pesowasallowedto
float, and in the caseof the tariff reforms, if the full structurehad
been at a generallylower averagelevel which would have allowed
a much faster speedof adjustment.This would have attained the
shock effect of all thoseadjustmentmeasuresand alignedmarket
incentivesmorequickly. Perhaps,thesewould haveavoidedtheprob-
lemsof highly capital-intensiveventuresestablishedin recentyears
becausethey would have been naturally discouragedat the initial
decisionstages.

But it is goodthat, finally, the full orchestrationof thesebasic
pricing policiesis now possible,eventhoughdelayeda little. These
are important policy weaponsessentialto maintaininga dynamic,
openeconomy.If there is no retreat from them, a great dealof cle-
cision-makingwill rest in the privatesectorand the governmentwill
be lessinvolved•in industrialplanning.

CorrectingCommunicatieunsandOther DeficientInfrastructure

It is significantto mention a sectoralissuewhich is of critical
importanceto attaining someof the developmentgoal_ related to
promoting greater domesticeconomicefficiency and to attracting
moreforeigninvestments.

This is the need to correct the deficiencyof communications
which not only tendsto isolatethe country internationally butalso
regionswithin the country quite unnecessarily.The communica-
tions infrastructure in the country - measuredby telephoneand
postalefficiency - is in poorshape.It seemsthat therearestructural
defectsin institutional policy or there is a need for greater active
attentionin thisarea.
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Manila cannot hope to become a financial and commercial cen-
ter if efficient communications are prohibitive. Couple this with
the power problem of the metropolis and the costs of operating any
enterprise in the country are compounded. These costs easily offset
some of the advantages naturally available to the country becauseof
inexpensive and relatively skillful labor.

Essentially, the improvement of communications, power, and
transportation are long-term problems in infrastructure construction.
The need to give these sectors more attention is essentialand this
should not relent during times of retrenchment even in fiscal spend-
ing.

The Large Industrial Projects

Finally, how do all the industrial projects fit into the above?
Appropriate pricing policies and other criteria for decisionssuch as
potential comparative advantage should be the basicguide in setting
them up. Some of these projects are neededto create internal link-
agesin the economy between end-using industries and basicraw ma-
terial industries. Precisely becauseof this, it is essential to see to it
that the additional cost penalty to end;usingindustries, if any, is not
substantial, lest their competitive position in the world setting is
reduced.

In the immediate future, however, the retrenchment in govern-
ment spending programs poses the possibility of these large-scale
projects being in direct conflict with some of the government priori-
ties in infrastructure. The development projects in infrastructure
have already been reduced or postponed, in view of budgetary
restraints.

The large-scale industrial projects have been justified mainly on
the basis of a minimal governmental participation. Since the private
sector proponents are required to meet much of the foreign equity
requirements, the present conditions of many foreign companies that
had indicated initial interest in these projects have been adversely
affected by weak economic conditions. Hence, there is a natural bent
in the caseof' project proponents to delay their participation in these
projects. On the other hand, the government had been trying to
accelerate the schedules of these industrial projects.

It is likely that the trade-offs for the use of scarce government
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resourcesbetween direct industrial projects and the development of
basic infrastructure such as the need for upgraded communications
facilities and power investments will require a reevaluation of some
of the schedulesof the industrial projects.


